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Abstract: The effect of heat transfer on the flow of Casson fluid in a vertical deformable porous stratum has
been investigated numerically. It is assumed that heat is generated within the fluid by both viscous and Darcy
dissipations. We considered the coupled phenomenon of the fluid movement and solid deformation in the
porous layer. The expressions for the fluid velocity, solid displacement and temperature distribution are
evaluated using a Runge-Kutta fourth order along with shooting method. The influence of different relevant
parameters on the fluid velocity, solid displacement, temperature and entropy generation number profiles is
discussed in detail through graphs. It is observed that that the velocity decreases and it decreases with
increasing Casson parameter  and dragparameter . It is noticed that the temperature decreases with increasing
drag parameter  and if increases with increasing Casson parameter . It is also observed that the increase in
viscous drag causes to decreases the entropy generation number.The results obtained for the present flow
characteristics reveal many interesting behaviors that warrant further study of Casson fluid flow through a
vertical deformable porous stratum.
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INTRODUCTION Sreenadh et al. [9-12] analyzed different mathematical

Viscous fluid flow through deformable porous media Entropy generation in engineering and industrial flow
is an important area in various engineering fields, systems provides insight into the power consumption
extending from soil mechanics to biomechanics. One through thermodynamic losses. Efficient utilization energy
important application of interaction of free flow and during the convection in any fluid flow is the fundamental
deformable porous media is the study of hemodynamic problem of the engineering processes to improve the
effect of the endothelial glycocalyx. Literature survey system. Woods [13] have studied thermodynamics of
reveals that most of the research works deal with fluid systems. Second law analysis in heat transfer energy
undeformable porous media. Further the work done on is discussed by Bejan [14]. Paoletti et al. [15] have
deformable porous media is very limited. In view of presented calculation of energetic losses in compact heat
several applications, Terzaghi [1] was the first among exchanger passages. Bejan [16] also has studied entropy
others who initiated the study of flow through deformable generation through heat and fluid flow.Abolbashari et al.
porous materials. Subsequently Biot [2] continued the [17] have discussed the analytical modeling of entropy
work of Terzaghi and proposed a successful theory of soil generation for Cassonnano-fluid flow induced by a
consolidation and acoustic propagation. Mow et al. [3] stretching surface.Vyas et al. [18]investigated entropy
proposed a similar theory for the study of biological analysis for MHD Casson fluid flow in a channel
tissue mechanics and rectilinear cartilages. Some subjected to weakly temperature dependent convection
important contributions to the theory of mixtures are coefficient and hydrodynamic slip.Qing et al. [19] studied
added by Craine [4] and Bowen [5]. Jayaraman [6] has entropy generation on MHD Cassonnanofluid flow over
discussed water transport in the artery wall. Barry et al. a porous stretching /shrinking surface.Ahmed et al. [20]
[7] have studied on the fluid flow over a thin deformable are analyzed Entropy analysis for unsteady MHD
porous layer. Ranganatha and Siddagamma [8] and boundary layer flow and heat transfer of Casson fluid

models involving deformable porous media.
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over a stretching sheet. Srinivas et al. [21] considered The basic equations of the problem are 
entropy generation analysis for a radioactive micropolar
fluid flow through a vertical channel saturated with Non-
Darcian porous medium. (2)

Motivated by the above studies, the effect of heat
transfer on the flow of Casson fluid in a vertical
deformable porous stratum with entropy generation has (3)
been investigated numerically and is presented in this
paper. The influence of various physical parameters on
the fluid velocity, solid displacement, temperature (4)
distribution, entropy generation and the Bejan number are
discussed. Where u is the solid displacement and  is the flow

Mathematical Formulation: Consider a steady, fully It is convenient to introduce the following non-
developed, free convection flow of Casson fluid through dimensional quantities:
flow through a vertical deformable porous layer bounded
by rigid walls as is shown in Figure 1. Let the x-axis be
taken along the middle of the plate and the y-axis is
chosen perpendicular to the x-axis. The plates y=0 and
y=h are maintained at constant temperatures T  and T0 w

respectively. A pressure gradient  is applied,

producing an axially directed flow. The constitutive
equation for an incompressible Casson fluid is

(1)

Here  and  the  component of theth

deformation rate,  is the product of the component of
deformation rate with self,  is the critical value of thisc

product based on  the  non-Newtonian  model, µ  isB

plastic dynamic viscosity of the non-Newtonian fluid and
p  is the yield stress.y

In view of the assumptions mentioned above, the
equations of motion in the deformable porous stratum are
(See for details Barry et al.[7] ).

Fig. 1: Physical Model

velocity in the deformable porous layer.

In view of the above dimensionless quantities, the
equations (2) – (4) take the following form. The asterisks
(*) are neglected hereafter.

(5)

(6)

(7)

The boundary conditions are 

(8)

(9)

Entropy Generation: Following Vyas [18], the local
volumetric rate of entropy generation for a conducting
Casson fluid in a deformable vertical porous layeris
defined as

(10)
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The entropy generation equation (10) consists of RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
three terms, the first term on the right hand side is the
entropy generation due to the heat transfer across a finite
temperature difference, the second term is local entropy
due to viscous dissipation and the third term is local
entropy generation due to the effect of magnetic field.

The dimensionless entropy generation number may
be determined by the following relationship.

(11)

In terms of the dimensionless velocity and
temperature, the entropy generation number becomes

(12)

where   is the buoyancy number and

the non-dimensional temperature difference.

The entropy generation number Ns can be written as
a summation of the entropy generation due to heat
transfer denoted by N  and the entropy generation due to1

fluid friction and magnetic field denoted by N  gives 2

(13)

In many engineering designs and optimization
problems the contribution of the heat transfer entropy
generation to the total entropy generation rate is required.
In view of this, Paoletti et al.[15]defined an alternative
irreversibility distribution parameter in terms of Bejan
number B  ase

(14)

where  is the irreversibility ratio. Heat transfer

dominates for  and fluid friction with magnetic
field effects dominates for . Further the contribution
of both heat transfer and fluid friction to entropy
generation are equal when the value of  is one.

In this paper, the natural convection effects on the
Casson fluid flow through a vertical deformable porous
layer are investigated. The effect of various physical
parameters such as the volume fraction of the fluid ,
magnetic field M, drag , buoyancyparameter N and
Casson parameter  on flow quantities are analyzed
through   graphs. In  this  study  we  used P = -1,  = .6,

 = 1,  = 1, N = 1 and M = 1 for numerical computation.
These values are kept as common in the entire study
except for varied values as displayed in Figures 2-16. 

The variation of solid displacement u with y is
calculated for different values of  and N is shown in
Figures 2 and 3respectively. It is seen that the solid
displacement increases with increasing drag  and N. It is
also observed that the displacement u increases with
increasing viscosity parameter. This is because increasing
viscosity parameter , gives rise to an increase in
the velocity in the porous layer (which is due to reduction
in apparent viscosity). This shows that the increase in the
drag  enhances  the  displacement  of  solid  particles  in
the deformable porous layer. The variation of solid
displacement u with y is calculated for different values of
magnetic parameter M,  and  is presented in Figures 4,
5 and 6 respectively. It is observed that the solid
displacement decreases with increasing M,  and . That
is, the increase in the volume fraction of the fluid in the
vertical porous stratum decreases the solid displacement.

The variation of fluid velocity v with y is calculated
for different values of  and N is shown in Figures 7 and
8 respectively. It is observed that the velocity increases
with the increasing volume fraction of the fluid  and
buoyancy parameter N. The variation of fluid velocity v
with y is calculated for different values of M,  and
which is shown in figures 9- 11 respectively. It is
observed that the velocity decreases with the increasing
M, and . From figure 9, it is clear that the velocity
decreases with increasing magnetic field M. This occurs
due to thepresence of the Lorentz force. The increase in
drag parameter  always reduces the fluid velocity which
is noticed from figure 10.It is found that the effect of drag
in deformable porous layer is similar to the behavior
exhibited by Darcy number in the case of undeformable
(rigid) porous media. Figure11 shows that, the velocity
decreases with increasing Cassonparameter . This is
became the increasing value of Casson parameter results
the decrease in yield stress(the fluid behaves as a
Newtonian fluid when the Casson parameter becomes
large).
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Fig. 2: Displacement profiles for different values of Fig. 5: Displacement profiles for different values of 

Fig. 3: Displacement profiles for different values of N Fig. 6: Displacement profiles for different values of 

Fig. 4: Displacement profiles for different values of M Fig. 7: Velocity profiles for different values of 
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Fig. 8: Velocity profiles for different values of N Fig. 11: Velocity profiles for different values of 

Fig. 9: Velocity profiles for different values of M entropy generation number Ns and Bejan number Be are

Fig. 10: Velocity profiles for different values of number.  It  observed  that  Bejan number decreases with

The variation of temperature  with y is calculated for
different values  of   and  N  which is  illustrated in
figures 12 and 13 respectively. It is clear that the
temperature increases with the increasing volume fraction
of the fluid  and buoyancy parameter N. The variation of
temperature  with y is calculated for different values of
M, and  is shown in figures 14-16 respectively. Figure
14represents the increase in magnetic field M reduces the
temperature in vertical deformable porous stratum.
Further, it is noticed that the temperature decreases with
increasing both drag parameter  and Casson parameter

 which are illustrated in figures 15 and 16 respectively.
The effects of viscous dissipation parameter or group

parameter N/ , volume fraction , buoyancy parameter N,
drag parameter  and magnetic parameter M on the

discussed through figures 17-23 respectively. In this
study, we used P=-1, =0.6, =1, N=1  M=1  and  N/  for
numerical computation. From figure 17, we observed that
the entropy generation number Ns increases as the
viscous dissipation parameter N/  increases. This is
because the large velocity gradients in the region near the
plate, this region generates more entropy compared with
the generated in the region far from the plate.Figure 18,
shows that the entropy generation number Ns increases
as the volume fraction  increases.

From figure 19, it is found that the variation in the
entropy generation number Ns increases as the buoyancy
parameter N increases. The variation in the entropy
generation number for various values of viscous drag  is
illustrated in figure 20.It is observed that the increase in
viscous drag causes to decreases the entropy generation
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Fig. 12: Temperature profiles for different values of Fig. 15: Temperature profiles for different values of 

Fig. 13: Temperature profiles for different values of N Fig. 16: Temperature profiles for different values of 

Fig. 14: Temperature profiles for different values of M values of N/
Fig. 17: Entropy generation number profiles for different
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Fig. 18: Entropy generation number profiles for different Fig. 21: Bejan number profiles for different values of N/
values of 

Fig. 19: Entropy generation number profilesfor different
values of N Fig. 22: Bejan number profiles for different values of 

Fig. 20: Entropy generation number Profiles for different
values of Fig. 23: Bejan number profiles for different values of N
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increasing    viscousdissipationparameter     N/     which 4. Atkin, R.J. and R.E. Craine, 1976. Continuum theories
is  clear from   figure   21.   Figure   22  illustrates  the
Bejan numberprofiles for different values of volume
fraction. It is observed that an increase the volume
fraction  increases  the  Bejan  number.  Figure  23 shows
that   theeffect   of    Buoyancynumber    on   Bejan
number.  Bejan  number  increases  as buoyancy
parameter N increases. As the Buoyancy number
maximum at center of the channel with dominating
irreversibility due to heat transfer whereasnear the
channel plates the fluid fraction (viscous dissipation)
irreversibility dominates.

Nomenclature:

x,y Cartesian coordinates
µ The apparent viscosity of the fluid in the porousa

material
K The drag coefficient
µ The Lame constant
µ The coefficient of viscosityf

v Velocity of the fluid
u Solid displacement
U Average velocity
h Width of the wall
T Temperature
T Ambient Temperature0

(= ) The volume fraction of the fluidf

Density
P The pressure gradient

Viscous drag
g Acceleration due to gravity
K Thermal conductivity0

Ns Entropy generation number
Casson parameter
Coefficient of linear thermal Expansion of the fluid1

N Buoyance parameter
M Magnetic parameter
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